No, that's not the Google Chrome OS
Computerworld - 10 hours ago
I know lots of people who really want to see Google's Linux-based Chrome operating system. I should. I'm one of them. But, alas, that story going around...

Google edges closer to Mac version of Chrome browser. Register
Leaked ‘Google Chrome OS’ Is Just the Browser. PC Magazine
Early Chrome OS Build Available For Download. 14U
PC World

Five ways the Linux desktop shoots itself in the foot
Computerworld - Oct 14, 2009
I don't just write about the Linux desktop; I use it every day. At my desk, I tend to use MEPIS and Mint, while on the road, it's Ubuntu on my Dell netbook ...

Linux-Windows gap to remain for five years. ZDNet Asia
Consider Linux for Secure Online Banking. Datamation
Review: Ubuntu 9.10 Brings Good Karma To Linux. ChannelWeb
Lifehacker - PC World

Ubuntu Linux Opening Up Cloud Appliance Store
InternetNews.com - Sean Michael Kerner - 8 hours ago
How do you make money from Linux in the cloud? One potential route could be to open a store. ...

Ubuntu sucks says Eeebuntu developer. ITWire
Ubuntu Karmic Koala 9.10 server edition improves cloud functionality. Search Enterprise Linux
Couchdb dev unwittingly gives Ubuntu users cloud-based nightmares. Downloadsquad (blog)

Nokia Linux phone rumoured
Inquirer - Ed Berridge - 20 hours ago
The story circulating is that the Nokia N920 could be released with Maemo 6 Linux next year. What is strange is that the rumours are starting ...

Another Reason to get a Nokia N900: It Can Run Google Wave. Mashable (blog)

Ellison’s keynote: Linux, Exadata, the Governor and more
ZDNet (blog) - Sam Diaz - Oct 14, 2009
First, Linux. Oracle has been in the Linux business for a while now but Ellison said the company was surprised by the interest in Linux. ...

Schwarzenegger rescues Ellison keynote from jaws of banality. Register
Full Frame: Views of Oracle openworld. CNET News

Microsoft giving away another 777 copies of Windows 7
Ars Technica - 14 hours ago
The catch is pretty straightforward: you can't be using Mac OS or Linux as your primary operating system. By Emil Protalinski | Last updated October 15, ...

Microsoft to XP Crowd: 'And we'll be honest, it could take you a couple of hours'. Crosscut

Linux news - Google News
http://news.google.com/news?num=100&hl=en&rls=ig&resnum=0&aq=l...
Linux Foundation aims to boost membership with new perks
Ars Technica - Ryan Paul - 17 hours ago
In an effort to expand its ranks, the Linux Foundation has improved its selection of perks for members. New perks include hardware discounts and the ...

OC3 Networks Selects ParaScale Software Paired With Commodity Linux Servers
Reuter - 17 hours ago
ParaScale clouds can be built with practically any kind of Linux server, and a single cloud can consist of different server models, including repurposed ...

Oracle enhances server virtualization platform with Oracle VM 2.2 release
InfoWorld - 6 hours ago
This latest release is based on the open source Xen 3.4 hypervisor and uses Oracle Enterprise Linux 5.3 as the new dom0. Thus, Oracle VM 2.2 boosts ...

Open Source Linux Developers Get Boost with Beta Release of LINA 1.0 Software
Reuter - 19 hours ago
This groundbreaking technology helps Linux software developers reach new markets more efficiently, simplify the end-user experience, and run Linux ...

NXP Selects Timesys as the First Commercial Linux Supplier for LPC313x ...
Reuter - Oct 14, 2009
The initial release is based on the 2.6.28 Linux kernel which integrates drivers for the full range of LPC3130 reference board peripherals. ...

LABS GALLERY: Ubuntu Linux 9.10 Beta Provides Security, Web Integration ...
eWeek - Jason Brooks - 15 hours ago
Alongside the batch of open-source software updates you'll find in any new Linux distribution release, the upcoming Ubuntu Linux 9.10, now available in a ...

Google Eyes Acquisitions amid 27% Profit Hike in Q3
eWeek - Clint Boulton - 2 hours ago
Schmidt further claims Chrome OS is faster and more efficient than incumbent operating systems, including other Linux distributions and Microsoft Windows. ...

CTIA: Nokia Demos N900 Tablet With Maemo and Linux
Pocketnow.com - Chuong Nguyen - Oct 12, 2009
Unlike traditional Nokia phones that are powered by Symbian, this device runs the Nokia's version of the Maemo OS, which is built on top of Linux, ...

Nokia N900 Smartphone: Apps and future Maemo Linux versions
Product Reviews (blog)
Nokia ports Qt to Maemo 5
Inquirer
Nokia to skip operator tailoring for Linux phones
Telecoms.com
Linux rising
Express Computer
- 1 hour ago

Linux has established a firm presence in the industry and it is seen a viable platform for supporting the deployment of business-oriented application ...

The last RC before final release of Mandriva Linux 2010 is now available
DailyTech - Oct 13, 2009

The team behind the Mandriva Linux operating system recently announced the immediate availability of the Mandriva Linux 2010 Release Candidate 2. ...

Mandriva 2010 goes for the full Moblin
eWeek

Nanorobot Invention and Linux: The Open Technology Factor - An Open Letter to...
Nanotechnology News (press release) - 3 hours ago

The core description of the present initiative is based on Linux strategies. The basis and key advantages of such an approach are clearly described next. ...

5 Signs You're Managing Your Linux Servers the Wrong Way
Enterprise IT Planet - Charlie Schlutig - 9 hours ago

We recently observed someone noting that Xen doesn't provide the same physical-to-virtual (p2v) conversion capabilities that VMware ...

Who really has the most Linux users?
Computerworld - Oct 8, 2009

First, Red Hat's claimed the lion's share of the Linux market, then Novell said Red Hat's not that much in the lead, so where does the truth lie? ...

Windows and Linux Marriage with Cooperative Technical Support Dowry
Softpedia

Acer launches netbook that dual-boots Android
Electronista (blog) - 14 hours ago

Acer made a partial return to Linux for netbooks on Thursday by confirming a version of the Aspire One D250 with Android. The 10-inch netbook can use ...

KVM Aims for King of the Virtual Hill Status
Server Watch - Paul Rubens - 13 hours ago

That's the view of Navin Thadani, a senior director of the Linux vendor's virtualization business. "We see consolidation as being inevitable, ...

Clustercorp Creates Rocks+Hybrid to Simplify Dual-Boot Clusters With Linux
PR Newswire (press release) - Oct 14, 2009

The solution is a simple-to-use product for deploying dual-boot HPC systems that run Linux and Windows natively in a single cluster. ...

Archos 5 IT (32 GB) Review
Tom's Guide - 13 hours ago
This is not an issue for Windows compatibility. and Linux is also compatible, of course. But Mac OS X, though Unix-based like Linux, does not support ext3 ...

Linux Live CD Boots up a Way to Avoid Malware
IT Business Edge - Ralph DeFrangesco - 15 hours ago
What the article, from The Washington Post, suggests is that you can use a Linux Live CD to boot from and turn your Windows-based PC into a Linux PC, ...

Future Versions Of Firefox To Detect Screen Orientation
PC World - Chris Brandrick - Oct 13, 2009
... developed for mobile browsers but has now been made available, via an API, for a range of devices including Macbooks, Thinkpads and Linux machines. ...

Firefox 3.6 Will Speak Fluent Accelerometer
Gizmodo.com
Firefox 3.6 to recognize if your computer is tilted
Downloadsquad (blog)
Firefox 3.6 can detect computer orientation
TechSpot
InternetNews.com - Soft Sailor

Underwhelmed by Wave: Google’s Wave Falls Short
Linux Magazine (registration) (blog) - Joe Brockmeier - 8 hours ago
Early this week, though, several colleagues (including fellow Linux Magazine alum, Jason Perlow) manged to score an invite and we started working on a ...

GOOG

Android on the Rise, While .Net Takes a Blow
TechNewsWorld - Katherine Noves - 19 hours ago
This week, Linux Girl is *not* going to cover the Great Sexism Debate again -- despite the fact that it's flared up anew on Slashdot following a fresh post ...

Linux equivalents to popular Mac apps
Ghacks Technology News - Jack Wallen - 11 hours ago
In my most recent article ("Five tips to help ease the migration from Mac to Linux") I outlined ways to help end-users transfer from the Mac operating ...

Inside Mac OS X Snow Leopard Server: Apple’s server strategy
Apple Insider - Daniel Eran Dilger - Oct 14, 2009
United Linux and a series of followup attempts to standardize Linux all failed to accomplish their aims. A variety of efforts to sell Linux to consumers ...

Firefox 3.6 Beta 1 "Test Build" Now Available
Lifehacker - Kevin Purdy - 17 hours ago
Windows/Mac/Linux: It's not the official beta of Firefox 3.6—that's been put off for a week. But a "test build" of Firefox 3.6 has landed, with Windows 7 ...

Mozilla posts fourth public beta of Firefox for mobile devices
Geek.com
Computer Architecture Detection through Mozilla's New Firefox
International Business Times Australia
Firefox 3.6 Beta 1 ready for download, with Windows 7 and accelerometer support
Digit
Softpedia - India.com

Arkeia Expands Operations in Germany
Reuters - 16 hours ago
Ehmann has extensive knowledge of Linux and open-source technologies as well as a thorough understanding of the German, Austrian, Swiss and Central European ...

Arkeia Opens German Offices socalTech.com
Ubuntu Linux Adds Private Cloud Backing
OS News - Oct 14, 2009
Canonical's Ubuntu 9.10 Server Edition will include private cloud capabilities, thanks to support for the open source Eucalyptus project, InfoWorld reports.

New MySQL release schedule planned
SDTimes.com - Alex Handy - 10 hours ago
In his final keynote of the show, Oracle's CEO Larry Ellison said that his company would continue to support Linux, despite its new ownership of Solaris.

Jim Lynch: The More Things Change...
Extreme Tech - Jim Lynch - 2 hours ago
As part of our deal you'll also see partially cloned Linux reviews appearing here on ET. I've always suspected that Lance might be a bit on the dotty side ...

Hulu Adds Linux Support
PC Magazine - Chloe Albanesius - Oct 9, 2009
Hulu on Thursday launched a Linux version of Hulu Desktop and added several publisher tools. The additions are part of Hulu Labs, ...

Red Hat Numbers Show Linux Has Staying Power
ChannelWeb - Ed Moltzen - Sep 23, 2009
Red Hat is seeing, from its installed base of customers that enterprises have long moved beyond the "try it before you buy it" phase with Linux and now ...

Two ways Linux can win market share from Windows
MyADSL - 10 hours ago
Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols, the Cyber Cynic at Computerworld.com made a blog post recently where he pointed out "Five ways the Linux desktop shoots itself in ...

Security: The Central Focus on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5
Banktech - Oct 14, 2009
Overview: Red Hat Enterprise Linux has been designed by, and for, the most security-conscious organizations in the world. Accordingly, security has always ...

ARMing desktop Linux
Computerworld - Oct 12, 2009
For a brief time in 2008, Linux actually owned a segment of the desktop industry: netbooks. When netbooks first showed up, they ran Linux and nothing but ...

Google Android needs both control and community
CNET News - Matt Asay - Oct 14, 2009
Google's Android efforts have looked Apple-esque at times, as Linux Journal notes.
This is a problem. Google may not have discovered "the evil room" on its ... Android's Spread Could Become a Problem BusinessWeek all 32 news articles » GOOG Email this story

Nokia Posts Big Loss, But Not Because Of Mobile Phones Business

I4U - Luigi Lugmayr - 18 hours ago
Nokia published their Q3 numbers in this pdf. The photo shows the new hot Nokia N900 Linux phone available for pre-order on Amazon.com.

Nokia Swings To 3Q Net Loss On NSN Impairment Wall Street Journal

Nokia disappoints in smart phones again MarketWatch

Nokia Shares Dive After Loss ABC News

Total Telecom all 495 news articles » AMS:NOKA - NOK - BIT:NOK1V Email this story

Asus Eee PC 1008HA Linux source code now available

Liliputing - Oct 12, 2009
And it's currently only available with Windows XP, even though Asus was a pioneer in putting Linux on netbooks. But this weekend Asus did something ...

Is Linux Coming To The Eee PC 1008HA? LAPTOP Magazine

ASUS publishes Eee PC Linux source code The H

Asus Eee PC 900 NotebookReview.com all 42 news articles » Email this story

Open source Game Editor for Linux and Windows

The H - 13 hours ago
Game Editor provides a graphical game development environment for Windows (95 to Vista), Windows Mobile 6.0 and 6.5 and Linux. The software is distributed ...

Game Editor becomes Open Source Linux PR (press release) all 2 news articles » Email this story

Quickly Copy File Paths to Your Command Prompt via Drag and Drop

Lifehacker - 12 hours ago
Windows/Mac/Linux: If you spend much time at a command/shell prompt, you're probably very comfortable navigating from one folder to the next—but rather than ...

openSUSE 11.2 RC1 Puts the 2.6.31.3 Linux Kernel to Work

Softpedia - Doru Barbu - 16 hours ago
While openSUSE 11.2 has been in development for quite a while now, today the developer team has made available the first release ...

openSUSE 11.2 RC1 released The H all 2 news articles » Email this story

Symbian, Android will be top smartphone OSes in '12, Gartner reiterates

Computerworld - Matt Hamblen - Oct 13, 2009
The latest numbers also split out the Maemo OS from a group of Linux-based OS's. According to Gartner, the latest forecast will go to the research firm's ...

Motorola Backs Away From LiMo InformationWeek

Motorola Ditches LiMo for Android Billing World

Five reasons to buy an Android laptop... Pocket-lint.com

IT Business Edge all 102 news articles » MOT - GOOG - IT Email this story

Innovative Smart Home Designer Selects Wind River Linux for Home Automation ...

Reuters - Oct 13, 2009
(Business Wire)-- Wind River today announced that Belgium-based fifthplay has selected Wind River Linux to enable its new home automation gateway. ...

Mono-mania: It's risky business

ZDNet (blog) - Jeremy Allison - 17 hours ago
Witness our development of a UNIX variant of the SMB protocol, which has no use for Windows clients or servers, but is a great way of networking Linux boxes ...

Mono and Samba: smell the difference, says Allison iTWire all 2 news articles » Email this story

EPIC Ventures and Zions Bank Venture Funds NameChristopher Stone Managing Director
Mr. Stone is also credited as a driving force for the adoption of open source technology (Linux), having driven Novell’s strategy to acquire SuSE Linux, ...

**Why Mac open source gets no respect**

*ZDNet (blog)* - Dana Blankenhorn - Oct 14, 2009

Fink connects the Mac to the Linux open source mainstream. But most of the popular Mac open source products out there are familiar to Windows users. ...

**Linux drivers for Visioneer & Xerox DocuMate Scanners**

*IDM.net.au* - 19 hours ago

October 15, 2009: JFL Peripheral Solutions has announced the availability of new Linux drivers, for Visioneer and Xerox DocuMate scanners. ...

**Sun adds Oracle Linux to ops tools**

*Register* - Timothy Prickett Morgan - Oct 7, 2009

In addition to now being able to discover, monitor, provision, and patch Oracle Enterprise Linux on x86 iron, the Sun management tool can now create, ...

**Intel Shows Off Moblin 2.1**

*InformationWeek* - Marin Perez - Sep 23, 2009

The chipmaker added phone and social networking functionality to its Linux-based operating system, paving its way into smartphones. ...

**Michael Dell talks trash about netbooks**

*Liliputing* - Oct 14, 2009

The same thing happened with early netbooks and Linux. People didn't understand that Linux meant you can't just download the latest small 'windows' program ...
**Linux to capture 60% of smartphone market by 2016?**
The Fonecast (blog) - 21 hours ago
Research company Telecom Trends International says over 60% of smartphones will be running **Linux**-based operating systems by 2016 – less than a week after ...

**Linux to Capture over 60 Percent of Smartphone Market**  Cellular-News
**Linux, lead by Android, tipped to dominate smartphones**  iTWire

---

**Cisco becomes a major Linux server vendor overnight**
CNET News - Matt Asay - Oct 8, 2009
If anyone needed further confirmation of Cisco's software aspirations, its forays into **Linux** offer a strong hint. In what might have looked like a publicity ...

**Cisco rewards bit twiddlers in router-to-server contest**  Register
**Cisco routers can do more than just route...**  The H
**Cisco Teaches Routers to Act Like Servers**  New York Times

---

**Tech Tip! - Sending Email using Sendmail**
International Spectrum Magazine - 8 hours ago
Sendmail is a popular SMTP server for sending email through **Linux/Unix/AIX** machines. There is an easy way to send a text only email using sendmail command ...

**Easeus Todo Backup Performs Backups for Free**
Washington Post - Oct 13, 2009
If that weren't enough, the program also comes with a **Linux**-based boot recovery CD so you can recover your system if disaster strikes. ...

**Make tweetdeck and Other AIR Apps Use Your Chosen Browser**
Lifehacker - 14 hours ago
Here's a few solutions for tweetdeck and other AIR apps running on Windows, Mac, and **Linux**. On a Windows system, the solution is actually more simple than ...

---

**Micro Kernel Mona 0.3.0 Released**
OS News - Jordan Spencer Cunningham - 13 hours ago
... supported build on gcc 4.1.x, added VFS, support build on **Linux**, added APM support, ported Mesa, added Stack auto expansion, improved memory management, ...

**Lantronix Launches XPot Pro, World's Smallest Linux Networking Server**
Market Wire (press release) - Oct 12, 2009
XPot Pro is available running **Linux** and IPv6, bringing the product to a global community and providing **Linux** developers with a tiny, powerful compute ...

**ACAL Technology - World's smallest self-contained Linux networking server**
Electropages (press release)

**Industrial Box Computer has Linux 2.6.29 pre-installed.**
ThomasNet Industrial News Room - Oct 14, 2009
DataFlash includes backup **Linux** file system that will automatically boot Matrix-504 in case primary NAND Flash fails. Receive similar stories and other ...

**Desktop Takes Back Seat at Linux Conference**
PC World - Nancy Gohring - Sep 21, 2009
Leaders in the **Linux** community seemed resigned to the fact that **Linux** still hasn't made headway in the desktop market, but they made it clear on Monday that ...

**Linux creator: Linux is "bloated...huge and scary"**  Computerworld
**Linux And The 'B' Word: Bloat**  InformationWeek

Does it matter that "**Linux** is bloated"?  ZDNet

---

**TITLE: Debian update for mysql-ocaml**
SecuObs - 5 hours ago
Debian GNU/**Linux** 4.0 alias etch -- Oldstable updates are available for alpha, amd64, arm, hppa,
IBM and Canonical push onto African netbooks

Register - Austin Modine - Sep 23, 2009

“The idea is really to drive local partnerships around offering this,” Bob Sutor, IBM’s vp of open source and Linux, told El Reg. ...

IBM launches Ubuntu-based distro in Africa eWeek
IBM, Canonical to push netbooks in Africa Bizjournals.com
IBM launches Linux-based netbook effort in Africa Local Tech Wire

Wall Street Journal

London Stock Exchange trading struck with data glitch

Computerworld - Mike Simons - 11 hours ago

... million (US$28.7 million), replacing its Accenture built, Microsoft .Net-based TradElect platform. The new platform is understood to be based on Linux.

IBM launches Ubuntu-based distro in Africa

London Stock Exchange dumping Windows for Linux

Computerworld - Oct 7, 2009

This October, the LSE purchased MillenniumIT and will be switching its stock exchange programs to the company’s Linux-based Millennium Exchange software. ...

London Stock Exchange Migrates To Linux ITProPortal
London Stock Exchange gets the facts and dumps Windows for Linux iWire
Why the London Stock Exchange went for Linux IT PRO

The H

London Stock Exchange gets the facts and dumps Windows for Linux

London Stock Exchange Migrates To Linux ITProPortal
London Stock Exchange gets the facts and dumps Windows for Linux iWire

'Amateur' Linux IBM mainframe failure blamed for stranding New Zealand flyers

BetaNews - Scott M. Fulton, III - Oct 12, 2009

... happened partly under Fyfe's watch as CIO, and was heavily touted by the time by IBM's marketing literature as a "design win" for mainframe-based Linux. ...

Unix at 40: Hanging on despite strong Linux, Windows challenges

Computerworld - Paul Krill - Sep 29, 2009

Scott says: I guess we are supposed to come away from this post thinking that Linux is in no way even similar... InfoWorld - In a twist of ...

Non-professional Oracle wrestling Builder AU

Ubuntu 9.04 Now Available on Dell Computers

Softpedia - Doru Barbu - 15 hours ago

Until now, Dell has been shipping Ubuntu 8.04 (Hardy Heron) with its Linux computers and, frankly, this operating system is more ...

A review of the Dell Mini 10v, Ubuntu Moblin Remix edition Ars Technica
Dell Inspiron Mini 10v Ubuntu Moblin Remix Developer Edition reviewed Liliputing

Five tips to help ease the migration from Mac to Linux


In my most recent article “Five ways to ease the migration from Windows to Linux” I examined how you can help new users make the migration from Windows to ...

Convert any computer to a virtual machine with Linux and Clonezilla

iWire - David M Williams - Oct 13, 2009

While handy, Microsoft is treading ground Linux already covered in the form of open source program Clonezilla, which handles a far richer variety of disk ...

We need a new "user settings" framework before rich internet apps will replace ... Brian Madden
Not Your Father's Virtual Machine Channel News Asia
Going virtualization MacMod (blog)

ThomasNet Industrial News Room (press release)

Univa Delivers Cloud Management for Oracle® E-Business Suite
Business Wire (press release) - Oct 14, 2009
... includes Univa's UniCloud and Reliance products with Oracle E-Business Suite, Oracle Enterprise Linux and Oracle VM to provide a flexible platform for ...
Oracle Upgrades BI, Performance Management Suites
Oracle Raises the Bar on Performance and Scalability With Latest Benchmark Result
Stockhouse
all 103 news articles »
ORCL - BOM:532466 - OTC:FJTSY Email this story

HP launches Linux-fidding support group
Register - Austin Modine - Sep 23, 2009
LinuxCon 2009 Hewlett-Packard is making an effort to support non-commercial Linux distributions on ...
HP supporting Oregon State Linux portal
ZDNet (blog)
HP launches CommunityLinux.org for Linux support
InternetNews.com
Shuttleworth: Linux developers should "shut the f**k up"
PC Pro
IT Chiku (blog)
all 15 news articles »
HPQ Email this story

How To: Windows XP Mode In...Ubuntu Linux?
Tom's Hardware Guide - Adam Overa - Oct 6, 2009
If this had come out in 2006 when 'Longhorn' was promised, I have no doubt that I would not have switched to Linux (at least not yet). ...
Free disk-imaging utility avoids Windows reinstalls
CNET News
Does Windows 7 Boost Performance? PC Quest
Windows 7 can boot more slowly than Vista
ZDNet UK
Softpedia - Req Hardware
all 63 news articles »
GOOG Email this story

Novatel Readies Next-Gen MiFi Hot Spot
Twice - Joseph Palenchar - Oct 13, 2009
The next-generation MiFi, the Linux-based 2372, will operate in North American GSM/HSPA networks and, like the current model, will feature GPS and a ...
NVTL

Google Wave: what is it and what's all the fuss?
TV3 News - Liz Quilty - Oct 13, 2009
She works as a Linux system administrator for Rimuhosting.com fixing servers and anything Linux related. Previously she worked as a Sysadmin for an ...
GOOG

Remember to Patch Adobe Reader, Acrobat, Too
IT Business Edge - Paul Mah - Oct 14, 2009
Affected versions of the popular PDF software could be found across all the platforms -- Windows, Mac and Linux. In fact, I think it would be accurate to ...
Adobe warns of security bug in Reader and Acrobat
MX Logic
Hackers exploit this year's fourth PDF zero-day
Computerworld
Adobe users under fire again
The H
Examiner.com
all 131 news articles »
ADBE - OTC:TMICY - ETR:TMI Email this story

Easy mobile online access with Ubuntu Linux
openPR (press release) - 19 hours ago
"We want to bring the best mobile online experience to Ubuntu Linux." launch2net features a comprehensive SMS text message manager to send, ...
openPH (press release)

Nanny Linux: Parental Controls on Little Tuxes
LinuxPlanet - Oct 13, 2009
Over the years I've witnessed desktop Linux distros evolve dramatically - change the very core of the way we look at how an operating system interacts with ...

SAP and Novell Join Forces on Governance, Risk and Compliance Solutions
IT Business Edge - Lora Bentley - Oct 14, 2009
By date: Yes, I know the last few posts I've written about Novell have addressed the SUSE Linux distributor's never-ending patent litigation with SCO, ...
Nokia laptop to debut in October
Techtree.com - James Middleton - Oct 14, 2009
Analysts said that Nokia's decision to go with Windows, rather than a Linux-based OS, which had been anticipated, was the most surprising element of the ...
Nokia's PC Booklet Needs Telco Help
TheStreet.com
Now tell us what to do with the Nokia Booklet 3G
Nokia Conversations
Mobile PC market gets busier
EE Times India
all 341 news articles »
AMS:NOKA - NOK
Email this story

Motorola No Longer on LiMo Foundation Board
SlashGear
PC World - Nancy Gohring - Oct 8, 2009
Motorola is so focused on Android that it has dropped its board seat on the LiMo Foundation, the mobile Linux group it helped found. ...
Motorola Continues Abandoning Things
Mobility Site (blog)
Motorola quits LiMo Foundation board
Ethio Planet News
all 53 news articles »
MOT - GOOG - MSFT
Email this story

Netgear's USB-Equipped WNR3500L 802.11n Router Goes Linux
Hot Hardware - Shawn Oliver - Oct 5, 2009
The router is built around a powerful open source Linux platform, giving developers and coding gurus the ability to make tweaks that would generally be ...
Netgear intros 802.11n Wi-Fi router with Linux
Electronista (blog)
Netgear RangeMax WNR3500L Wireless-N router runs Linux
The H
Netgear's open source router to hit the shops
Inquirer
ZDNet (blog)
all 34 news articles »
NTGR
Email this story

Rawzor brings RAW image compression to Mac
MacNN - 4 hours ago
With the latest versions, Rawzor-compressed files are supported on Mac, Windows and Linux. Rawzor supports Mac OS X 10.4 and higher, including Snow Leopard. ...

Tom's Hardware : News windows 7 mac sales macbook
Tom's Hardware Guide - Oct 13, 2009
You do know you can get the same XP functionality from a Linux distribution for free, right? Read More Windows 7 has the buzz, and it's a great operating ...
And why it may not ...
ZDNet UK
Microsoft reboots
CNN
C-TEC students test Windows 7 before release
The Newark Advocate
OS News
all 266 news articles »
MSFT - GOOG
Email this story

ETF Edge: October 2009
ETF Database - 14 hours ago
Microsoft believes that Linux, popular among many programmers, violates nearly 200 patents. If Open Invention Network were to acquire the patents, ...

Karmic Koala: The best Ubuntu Linux ever?
Computerworld - Oct 6, 2009
I've looked at hundreds of Linux distributions over the years. Some of them have been awful. Many have been OK. And, a few have been great. ...
Karmic Koala beta ships, praised for fast boots
eWeek
Shuttleworth at LinuxCon: Will Ubuntu Lead Free Software?
Datamation
What makes Ubuntu so user friendly?
Ghacks Technology News
tweakers.net - Neowin
all 10 news articles »
Email this story
The Calling for Open Source Innovation
Information Management - Emma McGrattan - 14 hours ago
The economic downturn of the early 90s saw the rise of Linux in the enterprise where brave and far-sighted cios embraced Linux as a platform which gave them ...

R1Soft Adds CDP Integration With Web Hosting Control Panel InterWorx
Web Host Industry Review - David Hamilton - Oct 14, 2009
(Web HOST INDUSTRY REVIEW) -- Extending its Continuous Data Protection software for Linux and Windows to a wider range ...

Readers on Apple & the 'unpleasant odor' of social media
InfoWorld - Ian Lamont - Oct 14, 2009
... dare to question Apple's strategy or suggest that purchasers might switch to lower-cost Windows and Linux machines in the midst of a deep recession. ...

AAPL

Linux and Open Source
ZDNet - Dana Blankenhorn - Oct 9, 2009
This story, and the logo above it, will have legal protection long after Microsoft's so-called Linux "patents" are forgotten. When people "pay" for software ...

De Icaza makes light of Microsoft bid to sell anti-Linux patents
iTWire

all 9 news articles »  MSFT - NOVL  Email this story

Should Google spin Android into a foundation?
ZDNet (blog) - Dana Blankenhorn - 15 hours ago
The Linux Foundation is a good example of this. But there are risks in an Android Foundation, as Symbian's David Wood said when they were going open source ...

GOOG

Comments on: PLDS iHES208 internal Blu-ray combo drive
Reg Hardware - Rob Beard - 21 hours ago
Technically the drive will still function on Linux as a DVD-RW drive for playback and recording of ...
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